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(Acts adopted under the EC Treaty/Euratom Treaty whose publication is obligatory)


REGULATIONS




COMMISSION REGULATION (EC) No 846/2009
of 1 September 2009
amending Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006 setting out rules for the implementation of Council
Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006 laying down general provisions on the European Regional
Development Fund, the European Social Fund and the Cohesion Fund and of Regulation (EC)
No 1080/2006 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the European Regional
Development Fund
respectively, it is necessary to align certain provisions of
Commission Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006 (3) with those
Regulations.

THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES,

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European
Community,
Having regard to Council Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006 of
11 July 2006 laying down general provisions on the European
Regional Development Fund, the European Social Fund and the
Cohesion Fund and repealing Regulation (EC) No 1260/1999 (1),
and in particular the third paragraph of Article 44, and
Article 59(6), Article 66(3), Article 69(1), Article 70(3),
Article 72(2), Article 74(2) and Article 76(4) thereof,

(3)

Several inconsistencies have been identified in the provi
sions of Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006 during its appli
cation. For reasons of legal certainty, it is appropriate to
eliminate those inconsistencies.

(4)

Since some information and publicity requirements were
difficult to apply to certain types of operations in practice
and thus represented a disproportionate administrative
burden to the beneficiaries, it is appropriate to provide for
more flexibility. For reasons of legal certainty, more flex
ible requirements should also apply to operations and
activities that have already been selected for co-financing
from the date of entry into force of Regulation (EC)
No 1828/2006.

(5)

It is necessary to clarify that in the case of the European
Territorial Co-operation Objective, certain responsibilities
of the managing authority related to the regularity of
operations and expenditure in relation to national and
Community rules also apply to controllers designated in
accordance with Article 16 of Regulation (EC)
No 1080/2006.

(6)

It is necessary to clarify that the annual control report and
opinion as well as the closure declaration and final control
report have to cover the whole of the programme and all
programme expenditure eligible for a contribution from
the European Regional Development Fund in the European
territorial co-operation objective.

Having regard to Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006 of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 5 July 2006 on the European
Regional Development Fund and repealing Regulation (EC)
No 1783/1999 (2), and in particular the second subparagraph of
Article 7(2) and the second paragraph of Article 13 thereof,
Whereas:
(1)

The experience acquired since the start of the 2007-2013
programming period has shown the necessity to simplify
and clarify certain provisions concerning the implementa
tion of the Structural Funds and Cohesion Fund
interventions.

(2)

In the light of recent amendments to Regulation (EC)
No 1083/2006 and Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006 con
cerning certain provisions of the financial management of
operational programmes and the eligibility of energy effi
ciency and renewable energy investments in housing,

(1) OJ L 210, 31.7.2006, p. 25.
(2) OJ L 210, 31.7.2006, p. 1.

(3) OJ L 371, 27.12.2006, p. 1.
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In the light of the experience gained by the Commission
and by the Member States with regard to the application of
Commission Regulation (EC) No 1681/94 of 11 July 1994
concerning irregularities and the recovery of sums wrongly
paid in connection with the financing of the structural
policies and the organisation of an information system in
this field (1), the procedures for reporting on follow-up to
irregularities should be simplified. Furthermore, in order to
reduce the administrative burden imposed on Member
States it is necessary to determine more precisely which
information the Commission requires. To that end, infor
mation on irrecoverable amounts and on the aggregated
amounts related to reported irregularities should be
included in the annual statement to be submitted to the
Commission pursuant to Article 20 of Regulation (EC)
No 1828/2006.
The procedures for reporting on irrecoverable amounts
should accurately reflect the obligations of Member States
laid down in Article 70 of Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006
and in particular the obligation to ensure an effective pur
suit of recoveries. It is also appropriate to simplify the pro
cedures whereby the Commission monitors compliance
with those obligations in order to render them more effi
cient and cost-effective.
In line with Article 61 of Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006,
it should be clearly stated that the certifying authority is
responsible for keeping complete accounting records,
including, in particular, references to amounts reported as
irregular to the Commission in accordance with Article 28
of Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006.

(10)

In order to ensure an efficient flow of information con
cerning irregularities and to avoid overlaps of different
contact points, it is appropriate to group the provisions on
cooperation with Member States in a single Article.

(11)

It is necessary to facilitate the implementation of financial
engineering instruments with assistance from the Funds by
simplifying and rendering the interaction between the
financial engineering instruments and the managing
authorities more flexible. Furthermore, in order to mitigate
the difficulties entailed by the remoteness of the outermost
regions, it is appropriate to increase the threshold for man
agement costs for financial engineering instruments oper
ating in those regions.

(12)

(13)

It is also appropriate to clarify that those enterprises and
projects targeted at urban areas supported by the financial
engineering instruments are not precluded from receiving
a grant from an operational programme.
In order to facilitate the interventions in the housing sec
tor under Article 7(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006,
more flexibility should be provided as regards the criteria
for selection of areas and the eligibility of those
interventions.

(1) OJ L 178, 12.7.1994, p. 43.
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(14)

It is appropriate to clarify the rules for eligibility of costs
paid by public authorities which do not form part of the
technical assistance where the public authority is itself a
beneficiary in the operational programmes under the Euro
pean territorial co-operation objective.

(15)

Since Article 7(4)(i) of Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006 lays
down rules for the calculation of indirect costs the appli
cation of parallel rules laid down in Article 52 of Regula
tion (EC) No 1828/2006 should be avoided. However, in
order to safeguard legitimate expectations, it is appropri
ate to maintain the possibility for Member States to apply
those rules to operations under the European territorial
co-operation objective programmes that were selected
before the entry into force of this Regulation.

(16)

It is necessary to simplify and align the information in the
list of data on operations for the purpose of documentary
and on-the-spot checks with other provisions of Regula
tion (EC) No 1828/2006 as well as with Article 7 of Regu
lation (EC) No 1080/2006.

(17)

It is appropriate to provide for more flexibility for random
statistical sampling in case of operations covering small
size population.

(18)

Pursuant to Article 78(4) of Regulation (EC)
No 1083/2006, it is possible to include expenditure for a
major project in the statement of expenditure before the
adoption of the Commission decision on the major project.
It is therefore appropriate to delete the reference to ‘decla
ration of expenditure’ concerning major projects in the cer
tificate of expenditure accompanying the interim payments
pursuant to Article 78 of that Regulation.

(19)

In order to reduce the administrative burden for the Mem
ber States, it is appropriate to delete the requirement to
report on the annual breakdown of the total certified eli
gible expenditure from the statement of expenditure for
interim payment and payment of the balance, which has
only a limited relevance.

(20)

It is necessary to align the information required in the
statement of expenditure for partial closure with the infor
mation required in the statement of expenditure for interim
payment and payment of the balance.

(21)

In order to improve reporting mechanisms, it is necessary
to clarify requirements for the annual and final reports. In
particular, it is appropriate to clarify the use of indicators
and the requirements as regards the information on the use
of the Funds, and to specify the information required for
major projects and for information and publicity measures.

(22)

Experience has also shown that it is necessary to clarify the
content and reduce the range of information requested in
the context of major project applications.
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(23)

Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006 should therefore be
amended accordingly.

(24)

The measures provided for in this Regulation are in accor
dance with the opinion of the Coordination Committee of
the Funds,

HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:

Article 1
Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006 is amended as follows:
(1) In Article 8, paragraph 2 is amended as follows:
(a) in the second subparagraph, the second sentence is
replaced by the following:
‘The information referred to in Article 9 shall take up at
least 25 % of the plaque.’
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(c) paragraphs 3 and 4 are replaced by the following:
‘3.
Where on-the-spot verifications pursuant to
point (b) of the third subparagraph of paragraph 2 are
carried out on a sample basis for an operational pro
gramme, the managing authority, or the relevant con
trollers in the case of European territorial cooperation
objective programmes, shall keep records describing
and justifying the sampling method and identifying the
operations or transactions selected for verification.
The managing authority, or the relevant controllers in
the case of European territorial cooperation objective
programmes, shall determine the size of the sample in
order to achieve reasonable assurance as to the legality
and regularity of the underlying transactions, having
regard to the level of risk identified by the managing
authority, or the relevant controllers as appropriate, for
the type of beneficiaries and operations concerned. The
managing authorities or the relevant controllers shall
review the sampling method each year.

(b) the following subparagraph is added:
‘Where it is not possible to place a permanent explana
tory plaque on a physical object as referred to in
point (b) of the first subparagraph, other appropriate
measures shall be taken in order to publicise the Com
munity contribution.’
(2) Article 9 is amended as follows:
(a) in the first paragraph, the introductory sentence is
replaced by the following:
‘All information and publicity measures provided by
managing authorities or beneficiaries and aimed at ben
eficiaries, potential beneficiaries and the public shall
include the following:’
(b) the following paragraph is added:
‘Where an information or publicity measure promotes
several operations co-financed by more than one Fund,
the reference provided for in point (b) of the first para
graph shall not be required.’
(3) Article 13 is amended as follows:
(a) the title is replaced by the following:
‘Managing authority and controllers’
(b) in paragraph 2, the first subparagraph is replaced by the
following:
‘The verifications to be carried out by the managing
authority pursuant to Article 60(b) of Regulation (EC)
No 1083/2006, or by the relevant controllers desig
nated by Member States in the case of the European ter
ritorial cooperation objective programmes pursuant to
Article 16 of Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006, shall
cover, as appropriate, administrative, financial, techni
cal and physical aspects of operations.’

4. The managing authority, or the relevant control
lers in the case of European territorial cooperation
objective programmes, shall establish written standards
and procedures for the verifications carried out pursu
ant to paragraph 2 and shall keep records for each veri
fication, stating the work performed, the date and the
results of the verification, and the measures taken in
respect of irregularities detected.’
(4) In Article 14, the following paragraph 3 is added:
‘3.
In the accounting records maintained in accordance
with Article 61(f) of Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006, any
amount related to an irregularity reported to the Commis
sion under Article 28 of this Regulation shall be identified by
the reference number attributed to that irregularity or by any
other adequate method.’
(5) Article 18 is amended as follows:
(a) in paragraph 2, the second subparagraph is replaced by
the following:
‘For European territorial cooperation objective pro
grammes, the annual control report and the opinion
shall cover the whole of the programme and all pro
gramme expenditure eligible for a contribution from
the ERDF.’
(b) in paragraph 3, the second subparagraph is replaced by
the following:
‘For European territorial cooperation objective pro
grammes, the closure declaration and final control
report shall cover the whole of the programme and all
programme expenditure eligible for contribution from
the ERDF.’
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(6) Article 20 is amended as follows:
(a) paragraph 2 is amended as follows:
(i)

the introductory sentence is replaced by the
following:
‘By 31 March 2010 and by 31 March of each year
thereafter, the certifying authority shall send a state
ment to the Commission in the format set out in
Annex XI, identifying for each priority axis of the
operational programme:’

(ii) point (b) is replaced by the following:
‘(b) the amounts recovered which have been
deducted from statements of expenditure sub
mitted during the preceding year;’
(iii) the following point (d) is added:
‘(d) a list of amounts for which it was established
during the preceding year that they cannot be
recovered or which are not expected to be
recovered, classified by the year in which the
recovery orders were issued.’
(iv) the following subparagraphs are added:
‘For the purposes of points (a), (b) and (c) of the
first subparagraph, aggregate amounts related to
irregularities reported to the Commission under
Article 28 shall be provided for each priority axis.
For the purposes of point (d) of the first subpara
graph, any amount related to an irregularity
reported to the Commission under Article 28 shall
be identified by the reference number of that irregu
larity or by any other adequate method.’
(b) the following paragraphs 2a and 2b are inserted:
‘2a. For each amount referred to in point (d) of the
first subparagraph of paragraph 2 the certifying author
ity shall indicate whether it requests the Community
share to be borne by the general budget of the European
Union.
If, within one year from the date of the submission of
the statement, the Commission does not request infor
mation for the purposes of Article 70(2) of Regulation
(EC) No 1083/2006, inform the Member State in writ
ing about its intention to open an enquiry in respect of
that amount or request that the Member State continue
the recovery procedure, the Community share shall be
borne by the general budget of the European Union.
The time limit of one year shall not apply in cases of
suspected or established fraud.
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2b. For the purposes of the statement provided for in
paragraph 2, Member States which have not adopted
the euro as their currency by the date when the state
ment is submitted shall convert amounts in national
currency into euro using the exchange rate referred to
in Article 81(3) of Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006.
Where the amounts relate to expenditure registered in
the accounts of the certifying authority during more
than one month, the exchange rate in the month dur
ing which expenditure was last registered may be used.’
(7) Article 28 is amended as follows:
(a) in paragraph 1, second subparagraph, points (l) to (o)
are replaced by the following:
‘(l) the total eligible expenditure and the public contri
bution approved for the operation together with
the corresponding amount of the Community con
tribution calculated by application of the
co-financing rate of the priority axis;
(m) the expenditure and the public contribution certi
fied to the Commission which are affected by the
irregularity and the corresponding amount of the
Community contribution at risk calculated by
application of the co-financing rate of the priority
axis;
(n) in case of a suspected fraud and where no payment
of the public contribution has been made to the
persons or other entities identified pursuant to
point (k), the amounts which would have been
unduly paid had the irregularity not been identified;
(o) the code of region or area where the operation has
been located or carried out, by specifying the NUTS
level or otherwise;’
(b) in paragraph 2, first subparagraph, points (b) and (c) are
replaced by the following:
‘(b) cases brought to the attention of the managing
authority or certifying authority by the beneficiary
voluntarily and before detection by either of them,
whether before or after the inclusion of the expen
diture concerned in a certified statement submitted
to the Commission;
(c) cases which are detected and corrected by the man
aging authority or certifying authority before inclu
sion of the expenditure concerned in a statement of
expenditure submitted to the Commission.’
(c) paragraph 3 is replaced by the following:
‘3. Where some of the information referred to in
paragraph 1, and in particular information concerning
the practices employed in committing the irregularity
and the manner in which it was discovered, is not avail
able or needs to be rectified, Member States shall as far
as possible supply the missing or correct information
when forwarding subsequent quarterly reports of
irregularities to the Commission.’
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(8) Article 30 is replaced by the following:
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(10) Article 35 is deleted.
(11) Article 36 is amended as follows:

‘Article 30
Follow-up reporting
1.
In addition to the information referred to in
Article 28(1), Member States shall provide the Commission
within two months following the end of each quarter, with
reference to any previous report made pursuant to that
Article, with details concerning the initiation, conclusion or
abandonment of any procedures for imposing administra
tive or criminal penalties related to the reported irregulari
ties as well as of the outcome of such procedures.
With regard to irregularities for which penalties have been
imposed, Member States shall also indicate the following:
(a) whether the penalties are of an administrative or a
criminal nature;
(b) whether the penalties result from a breach of Commu
nity or national law;
(c) the provisions in which the penalties are laid down;
(d) whether fraud was established.

(a) in paragraph 1, the second and third subparagraphs are
deleted;
(b) paragraph 2 is replaced by the following:
‘2. Member States which have not adopted the euro
as their currency by the date when the report under
Article 28(1) is submitted shall convert amounts in
national currency into euro using the exchange rate
referred to in Article 81(3) of Regulation (EC)
No 1083/2006.
Where the amounts relate to expenditure registered in
the accounts of the certifying authority during a period
of more than one month, the exchange rate in the
month during which expenditure was last registered
may be used. Where the expenditure has not been reg
istered in the accounts of the certifying authority, the
most recent accounting exchange rate published elec
tronically by the Commission shall be used.’
(12) Article 43 is amended as follows:
(a) the title is replaced by the following:
‘General provisions’
(b) paragraphs 2 and 3 are replaced by the following:

2.
At the written request of the Commission, the Mem
ber State shall provide information in relation to a specific
irregularity or group of irregularities.’
(9) Article 33 is amended as follows:
(a) the title is replaced by the following:
‘Co-operation with Member States’
(b) paragraph 2 is replaced by the following:
Without prejudice to the contacts referred to in
‘2.
paragraph 1, where the Commission considers that, due
to the nature of the irregularity, identical or similar
practices could occur in other Member States, it shall
submit the matter to the advisory Committee for the
Coordination of Fraud Prevention set up by Commis
sion Decision 94/140/EC (*).
The Commission shall, each year, inform that Commit
tee and the committees referred to in Articles 103
and 104 of Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006 of the order
of magnitude of the Funds affected by the irregularities
which have been discovered and of the various catego
ries of irregularities, broken down by type and number.
(*) OJ L 61, 4.3.1994, p. 27.’

Financial engineering instruments, including
‘2.
holding funds, shall be independent legal entities gov
erned by agreements between the co-financing partners
or shareholders or as a separate block of finance within
a financial institution.
Where the financial engineering instrument is within a
financial institution, it shall be set up as a separate block
of finance, subject to specific implementation rules
within the financial institution, stipulating, in particu
lar, that separate accounts are kept which distinguish
the new resources invested in the financial engineering
instrument, including those contributed by the opera
tional programme, from those initially available in the
institution.
The Commission may not become a co-financing part
ner or shareholder in financial engineering instruments.
3.
When managing authorities or holding funds
select financial engineering instruments, the financial
engineering instruments shall submit a business plan or
other appropriate document.
The terms and conditions for contributions from opera
tional programmes to financial engineering instruments
shall be set out in a funding agreement, to be concluded
between the duly mandated representative of the finan
cial engineering instrument and the Member State or
the managing authority, or the holding fund where
applicable.
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The funding agreement shall include at least the follow
ing elements:
(a) the investment strategy and planning;
(b) provisions for monitoring of implementation;
(c) an exit policy for the contribution from the opera
tional programme out of the financial engineering
instrument;
(d) provisions for the winding-up of the financial engi
neering instrument, including the reutilisation of
resources returned to the financial engineering
instrument from investments or left over after all
guarantees have been honoured that are attribut
able to the contribution from the operational
programme.’
(c) paragraph 4 is amended as follows:
(i)
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(13) Article 44 is amended as follows:
(a) the title is replaced by the following:
‘Holding funds’
(b) paragraph 2 is replaced by the following:
‘2. The funding agreement referred to in paragraph 1
shall, in particular, make provision for:
(a) the terms and conditions for contributions from
the operational programme to the holding fund;
(b) calls for expression of interest addressed to finan
cial engineering instruments in accordance with
applicable rules;
(c) the appraisal and selection of financial engineering
instruments by the holding fund;
(d) the setting up and monitoring of the investment
policy or the targeted urban development plans and
actions;

the introductory sentence is replaced by the
following:

(e) reporting by the holding fund to Member States or
managing authorities;

‘Management costs may not exceed, on a yearly
average, for the duration of the assistance any of
the following thresholds, unless a higher percent
age proves necessary following a competitive ten
der, in accordance with applicable rules:’

(f) monitoring of the implementation of investments;

(ii) the following subparagraph is added:
‘The thresholds set out in the first subparagraph
may be increased by 0,5 % for the outermost
regions.’
(d) paragraphs 5, 6 and 7 are replaced by the following:
Returns from equity, loans and other repayable
‘5.
investments, and from guarantees for repayable invest
ments, less a pro rata share of the management costs and
performance incentives, may be allocated preferentially
to investors operating under the market economy inves
tor principle. Such returns may be allocated up to the
level of remuneration laid down in the by-laws of the
financial engineering instruments, and they shall then
be allocated proportionally among all co-financing part
ners or shareholders.

(g) audit requirements;
(h) an exit policy for the holding fund out of the finan
cial engineering instruments;
(i)

the provisions for the winding-up of the holding
fund, including the reutilisation of resources
returned from investments made or left over after
all guarantees have been honoured which are attrib
utable to the contribution from the operational
programme.

In the case of financial engineering instruments sup
porting enterprises, the provisions on the setting up and
monitoring of the investment policy referred to in
point (d) of the first subparagraph shall comprise at
least an indication of the targeted enterprises and the
financial engineering products to be supported.’
(c) Paragraph 3 is deleted.
(14) Article 46 is amended as follows:
(a) the title is replaced by the following:
‘Urban development funds’

6. Enterprises, as well as public private partnerships
and other projects included in an integrated plan for
sustainable urban development, which are supported by
financial engineering instruments, may also receive a
grant or other assistance from an operational
programme.
7.
Managing authorities shall take precautions to
minimise distortion of competition in the venture capi
tal or lending markets and the private guarantee market.’

(b) paragraphs 1 and 2 are replaced by the following:
‘1.
Where Structural Funds finance urban develop
ment funds, those funds shall invest in public-private
partnerships or other projects included in an integrated
plan for sustainable urban development. Such publicprivate partnerships or other projects shall not include
the creation and development of financial engineering
instruments such as venture capital, loan and guarantee
funds for enterprises.
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2.
For the purposes of paragraph 1, urban develop
ment funds shall invest by means of loans and guaran
tees, or equivalent instruments and by means of equity.’
(15) Article 47 is replaced by the following:
‘Article 47
Interventions in the field of housing
1.
In determining areas referred to in point (a) of the first
subparagraph of Article 7(2) of Regulation (EC)
No 1080/2006, Member States shall take into consideration
at least one of the following criteria:
(a) a high level of poverty and exclusion;
(b) a high level of long-term unemployment;
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(16) In Article 50, paragraph 3 is replaced by the following:
‘3. The costs referred to in point (b) of paragraph 1 shall
be eligible if they do not arise from statutory responsibilities
of the public authority or its day-to-day management, moni
toring and control tasks and relate either to expenditure
actually and directly paid for the co-financed operation or to
in-kind contributions, as referred to in Article 51.’
(17) In Article 52, the following paragraph is added:
‘The first and second paragraphs shall only apply to opera
tions approved before 13 October 2009 and where the
option available to Member States in Article 7(4)(i) of Regu
lation (EC) No 1080/2006 has not been exercised.’
(18) Annex I is amended in accordance with Annex I to this
Regulation.

(c) precarious demographic trends;
(d) a low level of education, significant skills deficiencies
and high dropout rates from school;
(e) a high level of criminality and delinquency;
(f) a particularly rundown environment;
(g) a low level of economic activity;

(19) Annex III is replaced by the text set out in Annex II to this
Regulation.
(20) Annex IV is amended in accordance with Annex III to this
Regulation.
(21) Annexes X and XI are replaced by the text set out in Annex IV
to this Regulation.

(h) a high number of immigrants, ethnic and minority
groups, or refugees;

(22) Annex XIV is replaced by the text set out in Annex V to this
Regulation.

(i)

a comparatively low level of housing value;

(j)

a low level of energy performance in buildings.

(23) Annex XVIII is replaced by the text set out in Annex VI to
this Regulation.

2.
Only the following interventions shall be eligible pur
suant to point (c) of the first subparagraph of Article 7(2) of
Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006:
(a) renovation of the common parts of multi-family resi
dential buildings;
(b) delivery of modern social housing of good quality
through renovation and change of use of existing build
ings owned by public authorities or non-profit
operators.’

(24) Annexes XX, XXI and XXII are replaced by the text set out
in Annex VII to this Regulation.
Article 2
This Regulation shall enter into force on the twentieth day fol
lowing that of its publication in the Official Journal of the European
Union.
Points (1) and (2) of Article 1 shall apply from 16 January 2007.

This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States.
Done at Brussels, 1 September 2009.
For the Commission
Paweł SAMECKI

Member of the Commission
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ANNEX I
In Annex I, under the heading ‘Internet’, the sentence is replaced by the following:
‘PANTONE REFLEX BLUE corresponds in the web-palette colour RGB: 0/51/153 (hexadecimal: 003399) and PANTONE
YELLOW corresponds in the web-palette colour RGB: 255/204/0 (hexadecimal: FFCC00).’
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ANNEX II

‘ANNEX III
LIST OF DATA ON OPERATIONS TO BE COMMUNICATED ON REQUEST TO THE COMMISSION FOR THE
PURPOSE OF DOCUMENTARY AND ON-THE-SPOT CHECKS PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 14

A. Data on operations (as per approval decision, as amended)
Field 1.

Operational programme CCI code

Field 2.

Number of priority

Field 3.

Name of fund

Field 4.

Code of region or area where operation is located/carried out (NUTS Level or other, if appropriate)

Field 5.

Certifying authority

Field 6.

Managing authority

Field 7.

Intermediate body that declares expenditure to certifying authority, if applicable

Field 8.

Unique code number of operation

Field 9.

Short description of operation

Field 10.

Starting date of operation

Field 11.

Completion date of operation

Field 12.

Body issuing approval decision

Field 13.

Approval date

Field 14.

Reference of beneficiary

Field 15.

Currency (if not euro)

Field 16.
Field 17.

Total amount of eligible expenditure to be paid by beneficiaries

Field 18.

Corresponding public contribution

Field 19.

B. Expenditure declared on operation
Field 20.

Internal reference number of last application for reimbursement from operation

Field 21.

Date on which last application for reimbursement from operation was entered into monitoring system

Field 22.

Total amount of eligible expenditure paid by beneficiaries and declared in last application for reimburse
ment from operation entered into monitoring system

Field 23.

Total amount of eligible expenditure paid by beneficiaries for which applications for reimbursement have
been made

Field 24.

Location of detailed supporting documents for claim if not on premises of beneficiary

Field 25.

ERDF-related expenditure for operational programmes co-financed by ESF (1)

Field 26.

ESF-related expenditure for operational programmes co-financed by ERDF (2)

Field 27.

Expenditure paid in areas adjacent to the eligible areas (cross border cooperation) (3)

Field 28.

Expenditure paid by partners located outside the area (transnational cooperation) (4)

Field 29.

Expenditure paid outside the Community (cross-border, transnational and interregional cooperation) (5)
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Field 30.

Expenditure paid for the purchase of land (6)

Field 31.

Expenditure paid for housing (7)

Field 32.

Expenditure paid for indirect costs/overheads declared on a flat rate basis, flat rat costs calculated by
application of standard scale of unit costs and lump sums (8)

Field 33.

Revenue deducted from the expenditure of the operation and included in the statement of expenditure
and application for payment

Field 34.

Financial corrections deducted from the expenditure of the operation and included in the statement of
expenditure and application for payment

Field 35.

Total amount of eligible expenditure declared from operation and corresponding public contribution
included in statement of expenditure sent to the Commission by certifying authority (in EUR)

Field 36.

Total amount of eligible expenditure declared from operation and corresponding public contribution
included in statement of expenditure sent to the Commission by certifying authority (national currency)

Field 37.

Date of last statement of expenditure of the certifying authority containing expenditure from operation

Field 38.

Date of verifications carried out pursuant to Article 13(2)(b)

Field 39.

Date of audits pursuant to Article 16(1)

Field 40.

Body carrying out the audit or verification

Field 41.
(1) Field 25: to be provided for operational programmes co-financed by ESF where use is made of the option referred to in Article 34(2) of
Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006 or of the option referred to in Article 8 of Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006.
(2) Field 26 to be provided for operational programmes co-financed by ERDF where use is made of the option referred to in Article 34 (2) of
Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006 or of the option referred to in Article 8 of Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006.
(3) Article 21(1) of Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006.
(4) Article 21(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006.
(5) Article 21(3) of Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006.
(6) Article 7(1)(b) of Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006.
(7) Article 7(2)(c) of Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006
(8) Article (7) of Regulation 1080/2006 and Article (11) of Regulation 1081/2006 of the European Parliament and of the Council (OJ L 210,
31.7.2006, p. 12).’
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ANNEX III
In Annex IV, the following point 5 is added:
‘5.

Where the number of operations for a given reference year is insufficient to allow the use of a statistical method for
the random selection of the sample, a non- statistical method may be used. The method applied must ensure a ran
dom selection of the sample. The size of the sample must be determined taking into account the level of assurance
provided by the system, and must be sufficient to enable the audit authority to draw valid conclusions (for example
low sampling risk) on the effective functioning of the system.’
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ANNEX IV
‘ANNEX X
CERTIFICATE AND STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE AND APPLICATION FOR INTERIM PAYMENT

23.9.2009

23.9.2009

ANNEX XI
ANNUAL STATEMENT ON WITHDRAWN AND RECOVERED AMOUNTS, PENDING RECOVERIES AND IRRECOVERABLE AMOUNTS (ARTICLE 20(2))

(A) withdrawals (1)

EN

1. WITHDRAWALS AND RECOVERIES DEDUCTED FROM STATEMENTS OF EXPENDITURE DURING THE YEAR 20…
(B) recoveries (2)

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

Priority axis

Total amount of
expenditure paid by
beneficiaries with
drawn (3)

Corresponding public
contribution with
drawn (4)

Total amount of
expenditure withdrawn
relating to irregularities
reported under
Art. 28(1) of
Regulation (EC)
No 1828/2006 (5)

Amount of corre
sponding public con
tribution withdrawn
relating to irregularities
reported under
Art. 28(1) of
Regulation (EC)
No 1828/2006 (6)

Public contribution
recovered (7)

Total amount of
expenditure paid by
beneficiaries (8)

Amount of public con
tribution recovered
relating to irregularities
reported under
Art. 28(1) of
Regulation (EC)
No 1828/2006 (9)

Total amount of expen
diture relating to irregu
larities reported under
Art. 28(1) of
Regulation (EC)
No 1828/2006 (10)

1
2
3
4
…
Total
( ) Part A) of the table (withdrawals) is completed relating to expenditure already declared to the Commission and which has been withdrawn from the programme following detection of the irregularity. In this case the tables 2 and 3 of this
annex will not need to be completed.
(2) Part B) of the table (recoveries) is completed relating to expenditure which was left for the time being in the programme pending outcome of recovery proceedings and which has been deducted following recovery.
(3) This amount is the total amount of expenditure already declared to the Commission which was affected by irregularities and which has been withdrawn.
(4) This column has to be completed where the contribution of the Funds is calculated with reference to public eligible expenditure.
(5) This amount is the part of the amount in column b) which has been reported as irregular under the reporting procedures laid down in Article 28 of Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006.
(6) This column has to be completed where the contribution of the Funds is calculated with reference to public eligible expenditure.
(7) This is the amount of public contribution effectively recovered from the beneficiary.
(8) This amount is the amount of expenditure paid by the beneficiary corresponding to the public contribution in column f).
(9) This amount relates to the part of the amount in column f) which has been reported as irregular under the reporting procedures laid down in Article 28 of Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006.
(10) This amount relates to the part of the amount in column g) which has been reported as irregular under the procedures laid down in Article 28 of Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006.
1
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a
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a

b

c

d

e

f

Priority axis

Year of launch of recovery
proceedings

Public contribution to be
recovered (1)

Total amount of eligible
expenditure paid by
beneficiaries (2)

Total amount of expenditure relating to irregularities
reported under Art. 28(1) of Regulation (EC)
No 1828/2006 (3)

Amount of public contribution to be recovered relating to
irregularities reported under Art. 28(1) of Regulation (EC)
No 1828/2006 (4)

2007

EN

1

L 250/22

2. PENDING RECOVERIES AS AT 31.12.20..

2008
…
2

2007
2008
…

3

2007
Total

(1 )
(2)
(3)
(4)

This is the public contribution subject to recovery proceedings at the level of the beneficiary.
This is the amount of the amount of expenditure paid by the beneficiary corresponding to the public contribution in column c).
This amount relates to the part of the amount in column d) which has been reported as irregular under the reporting procedures laid down in Article 28 of Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006.
This amount relates to the part of the amount in column c) which has been reported as irregular under the reporting procedures laid down in Article 28 of Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006.
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2008

23.9.2009

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

k

Name of operation

Priority axis

Irregularity identi
fication number if
applicable (1)

Year of launch of
recovery
proceedings

Public contribu
tion declared as
irrecoverable (2)

Total expenditure
paid by beneficia
ries declared as
irrecoverable (3)

Date of last pay
ment of public
contribution to
beneficiary

Date of establish
ment of
irrecoverability

Reason for irre
coverability

Recovery mea
sures taken
including date of
recovery order

Indicate whether the
Community share
should be borne by
the budget of the
European Union
(Y/N) (4)

X

20..

Y

20..

Z

20..

(1 )
(2)
(3)
(4)

This is the reference number attributed to the irregularity or other identification referred to in Article 14(3) of Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006.
This is the amount of public contribution paid by the beneficiary for which it was established that recovery could not be carried out or for which recovery is not expected to take place.
This amount is the amount of expenditure paid by the beneficiary corresponding to the public contribution in column (e).
Community share is calculated by applying the co-financing rate at the level of the priority axis either with reference to column (e) or (f) pursuant to Article 53(1)(a) or (b) of Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006.’
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a

23.9.2009

3. IRRECOVERABLE AMOUNTS AS AT 31.12.20..
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ANNEX V
‘ANNEX XIV
MODEL STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE FOR A PARTIAL CLOSURE

23.9.2009
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ANNEX VI

‘ANNEX XVIII
ANNUAL AND FINAL REPORTING

1.

IDENTIFICATION
OPERATIONAL PROGRAMME

Objective concerned
Eligible area concerned
Programming period
Programme number (CCI No)
Programme title
Reporting year

ANNUAL IMPLEMENTATION REPORT

Date of approval of the annual report by the monitoring com
mittee

2.

OVERVIEW OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE OPERATIONAL PROGRAMME

2.1.

Achievement and analysis of the progress

2.1.1. Information on the physical progress of the Operational Programme

For each quantified indicator and in particular the core indicators:
Indicators

Indicator 1:

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Total

Achievement ( )
1

Target (2)
Baseline (3)
…

…

Indicator n:

Achievement
Target
Baseline

(1) The achievement should be expressed cumulatively – the value for the indicator should be the total achieved value by the end of
the reporting year. Previous years’ achievements can be updated when submitting later years’ annual implementation reports, if
more accurate information is available.
(2) The target can be given either annually or for the whole programming period.
(3) Baseline inserted only for first year when the information is available, unless the concept of a dynamic baseline is being used.

All indicators shall be broken down by gender, where possible. If the figures (data) are not yet available, information
on when they will become available and when the managing authority will provide it to the Commission shall be
stated.
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2.1.2. Financial information (all financial data should be expressed in euro)

Priority axis 1

Expenditure paid out
by the beneficiaries
included in payment
claims sent to the
managing authority

Corresponding pub
lic contribution

Expenditure paid by
the body responsible
for making payments
to the beneficiaries

Total payments
received from the
Commission

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Specify the Fund
of which ESF type expen
diture
of which ERDF type
expenditure
Priority axis 2
Specify the Fund
of which ESF type expen
diture
of which ERDF type
expenditure
Priority axis …
Specify the Fund
of which ESF type expen
diture
of which ERDF type
expenditure
Grand total
Total in transitional
regions in the grand total
Total in non-transitional
regions in the grand total
ESF type expenditure in
the grand total where the
operational programme
is co-financed by the
ERDF (1)
ERDF type expenditure in
the grand total where the
operational programme
is co-financed by the
ESF (1)
(1) This field shall be completed where the operational programme is co-financed by the ERDF or the ESF where use is made of the
option under Article 34(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006.

—

For operational programmes receiving a contribution of the ERDF under the specific allocation for outermost
regions: the breakdown of the expenditure between operational costs and investments in infrastructures.

2.1.3. Information about the breakdown of use of the Funds

—

Information in accordance with Part C of Annex II.
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2.1.4. Assistance by target groups
—

For ESF co-financed operational programmes: information by target groups in accordance with Annex XXIII.

—

For ERDF co-financed operational programme: any relevant information on any specifically targeted groups,
sectors or areas (where relevant).

2.1.5. Assistance repaid or re-used
—

Information on the use made of assistance repaid or re-used following cancellation of assistance as referred to
in Articles 57 and 98(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006.

2.1.6. Qualitative analysis

2.2.

—

Analysis of the achievements as measured by physical and financial indicators, including a qualitative analysis
on the progress achieved in relation to the targets set out initially. Particular attention shall be paid to the opera
tional programme’s contribution to the Lisbon process including its contribution to the achievement of the tar
gets of Article 9(3) of Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006.

—

Demonstration of the effects of the implementation of the operational programme on the promotion of equal
opportunities between men and women as appropriate and description of the partnership agreements.

—

For ESF co-financed operational programmes: information required by Article 10 of Regulation (EC)
No1081/2006.

Information about compliance with Community law
Any significant problems relating to the compliance with Community law which have been encountered in the
implementation of the operational programme and the measures taken to deal with them.

2.3.

2.4.

Significant problems encountered and measures taken to overcome them
—

Any significant problems encountered in implementing the operational programme, including a summary of
serious problems identified under the procedure in Article 62(1)(d)(i) of Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006, where
appropriate, as well as any measures taken by the managing authority or the monitoring committee to solve
the problems.

—

For ESF funded programmes: any significant problems encountered in implementing the actions and activities
of Article 10 of Regulation (EC) No 1081/2006.

Changes in the context of the operational programme implementation (if relevant)
Description of any elements which, without stemming directly from the assistance of the operational programme,
have a direct impact on the programme’s implementation (such as legislative changes or unexpected socio-economic
developments).

2.5.

Substantial modification pursuant to Article 57 of Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006 (if relevant)
Cases where a substantial modification pursuant to Article 57 of Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006 has been detected.

2.6.

Complementarity with other instruments
Summary of the implementation of the arrangements made ensuring demarcation and coordination between the
assistance from the ERDF, the ESF, the Cohesion Fund, the EAFRD, the EFF, and the interventions of the EIB and
other existing financial instruments (Article 9(4) of Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006).

2.7.

Monitoring and evaluation
Monitoring and evaluation measures taken by the management authority or the monitoring committee, including
difficulties encountered and steps taken to solve them.
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2.8.
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National performance reserve (where applicable and only for the annual implementation report submitted for
2010)
Information described in Article 50 of Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006.

3.

IMPLEMENTATION BY PRIORITY

3.1.

Priority 1

3.1.1. Achievement of targets and analysis of the progress
Information on the physical progress of the priority
For each quantified indicator in the priority axis and in particular the core indicators:
Indicators

Indicator 1:

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Total

Achievement (1)
Target (2)
Baseline (3)

…

…

Indicator n:

Achievement
Target
Baseline

(1) The achievement should be expressed cumulatively – the value for the indicator should be the total achieved value by the end of
the reporting year. Previous years’ achievements can be updated when submitting later years’ annual implementation reports, if
more accurate information is available.
(2) The target can be given either annually or for the whole programming period.
(3) Baseline inserted only for first year when the information is available, unless the concept of a dynamic baseline is being used.

All indicators shall be broken down by gender, where possible. If the data are not yet available, the information on
when they will become available and when the managing authority will provide it to the Commission shall be stated.
—

For ESF co-financed operational programmes: information by target groups in accordance with Annex XXIII.

Qualitative analysis
—

Analysis of the achievements using the financial information (point 2.1.2) and physical indicators (point 3.1.1)
and other relevant information.

—

Demonstration of the effects of the promotion of equal opportunities between men and women (as appropriate).

—

Analysis of the use of the Funds in accordance with Article 34(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006. For ESF
programmes, information required in Article 10 of Regulation (EC) No 1081/2006.

—

List of unfinished operations and the schedule for their completion (final report only).

3.1.2. Significant problems encountered and measures taken to overcome them
Information on any significant problems encountered in implementing the priority, including a summary of serious
problems identified pursuant to the procedure in Article 62(1)(d)(i) of Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006, where appro
priate, as well as any measures taken by the managing authority or the monitoring committee to solve the problems.
3.2.

Priority 2
Idem.

3.3.

Priority 3
Idem.
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4.

ESF PROGRAMMES: COHERENCE AND CONCENTRATION
For ESF programmes:

5.

—

a description of how the actions supported by the ESF are consistent with and contribute to the actions under
taken in pursuance of the European Employment Strategy within the framework of the national reform pro
grammes and national action plans for social inclusion,

—

a description of how the ESF actions contribute to implementation of the employment recommendations and
of the employment related objectives of the Community in the field of social inclusion, education and training
(Article 4(1) of Regulation (EC) No 1081/2006).

ERDF/CF PROGRAMMES: MAJOR PROJECTS (IF APPLICABLE)
For ongoing major projects:
—

Progress in the implementation of different stages of major projects as defined in the timetable laid down in
point D.1 of Annexes XXI and XXII.

—

Progress in the financing of major projects based on the information provided in point H.2.2 of Annexes XXI
and XXII (the information must be provided cumulatively).

For completed major projects:

6.

7.

—

List of completed major projects, including the date of completion, total final investment costs using the tem
plate provided in point H.2.2 of Annexes XXI and XXII and key output and result indicators, including, where
relevant, the core indicators, laid down in the Commission decision on the major project.

—

Significant problems encountered in implementing major projects and measures taken to overcome them.

—

Any change in the indicative list of major projects in the operational programme.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
—

Explanation of the use made of technical assistance.

—

Percentage of the amount of the Structural Funds contribution allocated to the operational programme spent
under technical assistance.

INFORMATION AND PUBLICITY
—

Information in accordance with Article 4(2) of this Regulation, including achievements, examples of good prac
tice and significant events.’
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ANNEX VII

‘ANNEX XX
MAJOR PROJECT STRUCTURED DATA TO BE ENCODED

Major project key details

Project name
Name of company

Infrastructure
application form

Productive investment
application form

Type of data

B.1.1

B.1.1

Text

n.a.

B.1.2

Text

n.a.

B.1.3

Y/N

Priority theme dimension

B.2.1

B.2.1

Code(s)

Form of finance dimension

B.2.2

B.2.2

Code

Territorial dimension

B.2.3

B.2.3

Code

Economic activity dimension

B.2.4

B.2.4

Code(s)

B.2.4.1

B.2.4.1

Code(s)

n.a.

B.2.4.2

Code

Location dimension

B.2.5

B.2.5

Code(s)

Fund

B.3.4

B.3.3

ERDF/CF

Priority Axis

B.3.4

B.3.4

Text

SME

NACE code
Nature of the investment

PPP

B.4.2.d

n.a.

Y/N

Construction phase — Start date

D.1.8A

D.1.5A

Date

Construction phase — Completion date

D.1.8B

D.1.5B

Date

Reference period

E.1.2.1

E.1.2.1

Years

Financial discount rate

E.1.2.2

E.1.2.2

%

Total investment cost

E.1.2.3

E.1.2.3

EUR

Total investment cost (present value)

E.1.2.4

n.a.

EUR

Residual value

E.1.2.5

n.a.

EUR

Residual value (present value)

E.1.2.6

n.a.

EUR

Revenues (present value)

E.1.2.7

n.a.

EUR

Operating cost (present value)

E.1.2.8

n.a.

EUR

Net revenue (present value)

E.1.2.9

n.a.

EUR

Eligible expenditure (present value)

E.1.2.10

n.a.

EUR

Estimated increase in annual turnover

n.a.

E.1.2.4

EUR

% change in turnover per person employed

n.a.

E.1.2.5

%

Financial rate of return (without Community
grant)

E.1.3.1A

E.1.3.1A

%

Financial rate of return (with Community
grant)

E.1.3.1B

E.1.3.1B

%

Financial net present value (without
Community grant)

E.1.3.2A

E.1.3.2A

EUR

Financial net present value (with Community
grant)

E.1.3.2B

E.1.3.2B

EUR

Eligible costs

H.1.12C

H.1.10C

EUR

Decision amount

H.2.1.3

H.2.1.1

EUR

Community grant

H.2.1.5

H.2.1.3

EUR

H.2.3

H.2.3

EUR

E.2.2

E.2.2

Text/EUR

E.2.3.1

E.2.3.1

%

Expenditure already
certified

Amount in EUR:

Economic costs and benefits
Social discount rate
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Infrastructure
application form

Productive investment
application form

Economic rate of return

E.2.3.2

E.2.3.2

%

Economic net present value

E.2.3.3

E.2.3.3

EUR

Benefit/Cost ratio

E.2.3.4

E.2.3.4

Number

Number of jobs directly created during
implementation phase

E.2.4.1A

E.2.4 a) 1A

Number

Average duration of jobs directly created
during implementation phase

E.2.4.1B

E.2.4 a) 1B

Months/permanent

Number of jobs directly created during
operational phase

E.2.4.2A

E.2.4 a) 2A

Number

Average duration of jobs directly created
during operational phase

E.2.4.2B

E.2.4 a) 2B

Months/permanent

Number of jobs indirectly created during
operational phase

n.a.

E.2.4 a) 4A

Number

Inter regional employment impact

n.a.

E.2.4 c)

Neg/Neut/Pos

EIA class of development

F.3.2.1

F.3.2.1

I/II/Not covered

EIA carried out if class II

F.3.2.3

F.3.2.3

Y/N

% of cost to compensate for negative
environmental impacts

F.6

F.6

%

Other Community sources (EIB/EIF)

I.1.3

I.1.3

Y/N

I.4.1

I.4.1

Y/N

B.4.2B

n.a.

Number

Major project key details

Involvement of Jaspers
Core indicators (please choose relevant core
indicator from a drop down list available in
the electronic system):

Type of data
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